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Another Project your Board is Working on For You!
The board of the Estates At Turtle Run has
been working diligently with the City of
Coral Springs and the CDD to control traffic
near our park and playground area on Turtle
Run Blvd.
After traffic studies were performed your
Board proposed that a roundabout with a
water fountain in the center be erected at this
intersection with beautiful pedestrian cross

walks instead of ugly, large yellow speed
bumps. After intense negotiations we have
gotten all parties to agree and construction
should begin sometime in June. All funds
for this project are paid for by Target's
impact fees which your board negotiated.
This beautiful roundabout and fountain is
AT NO COST TO YOUR HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION OR YOU!

This roundabout will not only add beauty to
our community but also help maintain
housing value. See the architectural
rendering below. Additionally it will serve
as a boundary marker separating The Estates
from the other areas in Turtle Run. Another
project your Board is working on for you!

Street Paving: What Went Wrong?
As you know our streets were recently
paved. Many homeowners came to the board
dissatisfied with the quality of the
workmanship and frankly it was a crummy
job. We went out and made note of all the
deficiencies we could find along with those
brought to our attention by homeowners and
presented them to The City of Coral Springs
Public Works Department. Your Board met

with Rich Muchard (Coral Springs Director
of Public works) and brought this to his
attention. After several calls and meetings
the City agreed to hire an outside
engineering firm that specializes in these
matters to check the tar and the
workmanship of the job. After taking core
samples of the tar and reviewing the the
work, the engineering firm determined that

there were defects in the tar that had been
used and that the job in general was
unacceptable. This gave the City of Coral
Spring the ammunition they needed. The
City because of our Boards efforts has not
paid the contractor and is currently
preparing to have the job corrected. So
expect to see this work re-done in a
professional manner fairly soon.
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